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Figure 1. Our SmartPlayer is adopted by the metaphor of scenic car driving. 

ABSTRACT ACM Classification Keywords 
In this paper we propose a new video interaction model 
called adaptive fast-forwarding to help people quickly 
browse videos with predefined semantic rules. This model 
is designed around the metaphor of “scenic car driving,” in 
which the driver slows down near areas of interest and 
speeds through unexciting areas. Results from a preliminary 
user study of our video player suggest the following: (1) the 
player should adaptively adjust the current playback speed 
based on the complexity of the present scene and predefined 
semantic events; (2) the player should learn user prefe-
rences about predefined event types as well as a suitable 
playback speed; (3) the player should fast-forward the video 
continuously with a playback rate acceptable to the user to 
avoid missing any undefined events or areas of interest. 
Furthermore, our user study results suggest that for certain 
types of video, our SmartPlayer yields better user expe-
riences in browsing and fast-forwarding videos than exist-
ing video players’ interaction models. 

H5.1. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 
Multimedia Information Systems; H5.2. Information inter-
faces and presentation (e.g., HCI): User Interfaces. 

INTRODUCTION 
Recent developments in digital technologies have made it 
easy for people to download, record, and watch videos on a 
variety of media access devices. Smart media access devic-
es such as the TiVo [24] set-top box also learn users’ prefe-
rences about TV programs, and automatically record them 
for users. Additionally, inexpensive mass storage devices 
enable people to stock unwatched video content on hard 
disks. Despite the fact that digital content recording and 
storing technologies continue to improve over time, video 
playback systems have not changed much. Commercial 
video players such as Apple QuickTime Player [1], Cyber-
Link PowerDVD [6], Microsoft Windows Media Player 
[18], and Real Network RealOnePlayer [21] offer compara-
ble sets of simple controls for playing, pausing, stopping, 
fast-forwarding, and rewinding/reversing videos. When 
users have limited patience or time to watch the entire 
length of a video, they are obliged to manually skim and 
fast-forward to locate content of interest to watch in fine 
detail. This often involves tedious work on the users’ part. 
Hence, smart playback mechanisms are needed to help us-
ers efficiently skim through and fast-forward lengthy and 
boring content while slowing down to watch the good parts 
in fine detail. 

Author Keywords 
Video playback, adaptive fast-forward, predefined event 
detection, undefined event preserving. 
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Several video summarization methods [25] have been pro-
posed to enable users to skim through content within a short 
amount of time. They can be categorized into two ap-
proaches: still-image abstraction and video skimming. The 
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still-image abstraction approach extracts key-frames from a 
video which are used to compose a brief content summary. 
For example, key-frames can be played back sequentially as 
a slideshow or composed into an image mosaic [15]. Al-
though still-image abstraction has been shown to be effec-
tive in helping people quickly obtain a general understand-
ing of what is contained in a video, it does not provide suf-
ficient information to users who want finer details on the 
parts they are interested in, either for comprehension or 
entertainment. In contrast to the still-image abstraction ap-
proach, the video skimming approach uses automated video 
analysis to extract segments that carry significant informa-
tion, composing them into a short video summary. Prede-
fined events or rules guide the decision on the significance 
of different video segments.  

• The video player adaptively adjusts playback speed based 
on the complexity of the current scene and predefined 
semantic events. 

• The video player learns the user’s preferences about pre-
defined semantic event types as well as the user’s favorite 
playback speed when watching videos matching these 
event types. Learning user preferences is necessary for 
adapting video playback speed.  

• The video player plays the video continuously with a user 
acceptable playback rate so as not to miss any undefined 
events or areas of interest.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first re-
view related work, and then describe a preliminary user 
inquiry. Based on the observations from this user inquiry, 
we then show how our SmartPlayer system is designed. 
Afterward, we outline the user study tasks that were con-
ducted to evaluate our SmartPlayer. Finally, we discuss 
findings that can be generalized to other designs, as well as 
future work. 

When fast-forwarding through new or unfamiliar content, 
since most users are not able to anticipate precisely where 
and whether the upcoming content matches their interests, 
they do not know when they ought to speed up or slow 
down the playback rate. Even if the key-frames or video 
summary extracted through automated video analysis are 
presented to users, they may still wonder or worry about 
missing any of what they consider the good parts, given that 
automated video analysis, based on predefined and incom-
plete event sets, often falls short of good semantic accuracy. 
Therefore, although our SmartPlayer adopts the video 
skimming approach, it does not skip any parts of a video but 
enables rapid skimming at a fast playback speed.  

RELATED WORK 
Many video interaction methods, described in [25], have 
been proposed to help users browse video content. Some 
interaction models, though less relevant to video browsing, 
have inspired our work. For example, Igarashi et al. pro-
pose speed-dependent automatic zooming (SDAZ) [10] in 
document browsing: when the scroll rate of a document is 
increased, it automatically zooms out semantically to allow 
for continuous reading. Ishak et al. propose content-aware 
scrolling [11] in which a document or an image is analyzed 
to derive its semantic scrolling path. Similarly, our 
SmartPlayer finds the semantic properties of a video and 
adapts the playback rate accordingly. 

Li et al. [12] conducted a user study to explore how users 
benefit from advanced controls such as pause removal, 
notes, and table of contents. Because their player system 
preserves the audio pitch, it sets a maximum playback rate 
at 250% (i.e., 2.5x) of the normal playback speed. Since 
their player system is designed specifically for lecture-type 
videos in which the audio is important, it may not be suita-
ble for other motion- or event-centric types of video pro-
grams such as sports or surveillance. One noted finding in 
their studies is that although video skimming is applicable to 
a wide range of videos, people are unwilling to fast-forward 
video programs such as movies or entertainment shows. 
This finding was consistent with our user inquiry. 

Other work involves novel control slider bars to improve 
the video browsing experience. Hürst et al. [9] incorporate 
the elastic graphical interface [17] into the video slider bar. 
The browsing speed is adjusted based on the distance be-
tween the mouse pointer and the thumb on the scrollbar. 
However, this mechanism does not lead to intuitive brows-
ing speed control because the thumb moves continuously 
during video playback, and users must keep moving their 
cursor to maintain a certain browsing speed. Dragicevic et 
al. [8] developed a novel method for video interaction 
based on direct manipulation, in which video playback is 
controlled by directly manipulating an object in a video. 
Although playing with this direct video manipulation is fun 
for short video segments, it is not suitable for browsing 
long videos. 

In this paper, we propose a new interaction model based on 
the metaphor of “scenic car driving.” Drivers adjust their 
speed according to road conditions as well as the quality of 
the scenery. When the scenery is monotonous or boring, 
drivers tend to speed up and skip it. When the scenery is 
complex and interesting, drivers tend to slow down to get a 
better look. They may also use GPS navigation and guide 
devices to inform them of any upcoming POIs (points of 
interest), and then slow down approaching these areas. 
When drivers encounter unlabeled POIs that the GPS guide 
device misses, as they are in control of the car, they can still 
slow down to get a better look.  

Other work uses still-image abstraction to construct content 
summaries, enabling users to quickly obtain a high-level 
understanding of what is contained in a video. Liu et al. 
[15] apply video abstraction techniques to identify impor-
tant key-frames from a video and compose these key-
frames into a “video collage”. One representation of a video 
collage is a mosaic, which also serves as a catalog with en-
try points to different video segments. Other forms of video 

Our SmartPlayer is designed based on this “scenic car driv-
ing” metaphor with the following features: 

 



 

collages are possible, such as stained glass [4] or video 
manga [26]. Various work uses automated video analysis 
techniques to construct content summaries from interesting 
video segments and events [25]. Interesting events are iden-
tified by analyzing a variety of image features, including 
color, contrast, speech, closed captions, camera motion, and 
human faces. Domain-specific knowledge is often neces-
sary to improve the detection accuracy of interesting video 
segments. For example, videos of baseball [5], tennis [23], 
weddings [3], movies [2], and news [22] call for analysis of 
different feature sets corresponding to what are considered 
interesting semantic concepts in the different video domains. 
To enable our SmartPlayer to work on diverse video types, 
we separate the video analyzers (the semantic layer in Fig-
ure 3) from the main player, such that it is an independent, 
pluggable unit. For example, when a news video is being 
played, the semantic layer loads the news domain-specific 
video analyzer that identifies interesting events for news.  

Accelerating video playback enables users to efficiently 
browse videos. Peker et al. [19][20] developed a method to 
accelerate playback speed according to motion activity in 
the video to maintain a “constant pace”. We adopt a similar 
method. However, unlike their approach, we do not arbitra-
rily choose a threshold to accelerate playback speed. Since 
results of our user study indicate that different users have 
different preferences and tolerances with respect to play-
back speed acceleration, we adopt a learning mechanism 
that adapts playback speed according to user preferences. 

Other work has developed methods for constructing perso-
nalized video summarizations. Lie and Hsu [13] propose a 
method to generate personalized video summarizations by 
asking users to fill out questionnaires on their preferences. 
Compared to their approach, our SmartPlayer learns user 
preferences by observing how users change and override 
the playback speed set by the system, and thus does not 
require users to fill out forms. For example, if a user indi-
cates his or her dislike for certain types of events by consis-
tently speeding up to skip past them, the SmartPlayer will 
learn this user preference and increase the playback speed 
for these types of events. 

USER BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION AND INQUIRY 
Prior to designing our SmartPlayer, we performed a prelim-
inary user inquiry on how users watch videos with the fast-
forwarding mechanism. 

There were 10 unpaid participants in this user inquiry: 5 
males and 5 females. All participants were computer-savvy 
users with experience watching videos on computers. We 
listed many types of video programs, including short video 
clips, lectures, home videos, sports videos, movies, cartoons, 
news programs, travel videos, and surveillance videos, and 
asked the participants why and what types of video pro-
grams they prefer to fast-forward. Our findings are as fol-
lows. All 10 participants fast-forward surveillance videos, 
because surveillance videos are very boring, with relatively 

simple events. 9 out of the 10 participants fast-forward 
sports videos, because sports videos have predefined pat-
terns and rules which they can use to predict what they are 
interested in. No participant fast-forwards movies, because 
they expect good movies to be enjoyable from start to finish. 
2 out of the 10 participants fast-forward lecture videos 
when slides are shown in the video program. The other 8 
participants consider audio critical for understanding lecture 
videos, and speech comprehension requires time to think 
and reflect. Therefore, they think that lecture videos should 
not be fast-forwarded.  

Thus, videos with predefined rules or simple events, such as 
surveillance and sports videos, are suitable for fast-
forwarding. We then investigated how users fast-forward 
these videos. We prepared five types of video programs: 
surveillance, baseball, tennis, golf, and wedding videos. 
The length of each video clip was about twenty minutes. 
Participants were asked to watch these five videos as quick-
ly as possible. Before testing, for each type of video, we 
also prepared training videos to familiarize the participants 
with the rules or event patterns. The testing and training 
videos are separated into different sets.  

To analyze and record user playback behavior, we designed 
a prototype player with acceleration and deceleration but-
tons, for which the maximum playback speed was 16x nor-
mal playback speed. We also provided a hotkey to allow 
them to jump to the normal speed (1x) immediately, ana-
logous to an emergency brake in a car. The prototype player 
recorded all participants’ button clicks and video-watching 
behavior for analysis. We also asked participants some 
questions to understand their video-watching behavior.  

From our analysis, we discerned the following principles to 
guide the design of our SmartPlayer system. Participants 
had varying tolerance on the fast-forward speeds for differ-
ent video types. The user-acceptable fast-forward speed for 
complex, motion-rich videos (i.e., baseball) was much low-
er than that of slow videos (i.e., golf). This is because in 
golf, progress is relatively simple and motion-less, the 
scene is simple, and the camera view does not move or pan 
too much. Based on this observation, we designed the learn-
ing mechanism to adjust playback speed according to user 
preferences.  

Participants in general maintained a constant playback 
speed within one video shot (Figure 2) and seldom changed 
the playback speed dramatically. They preferred to gradual-
ly increase the playback speed, allowing their eyes to ac-
commodate to a higher playback speed. When asked about 
their preferences about skipping in-between, non-event 
parts of videos, participants said that they prefer not to skip 
any parts on the first pass, because these in-between video 
segments provide “context to help them understand what’s 
going on” and enabled them to “watch the video more en-
joyably”. Based on these findings, we designed our new 
video browsing interaction model into the SmartPlayer. 
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Figure 3. Flow of the user centric fast-forwarding mechanism.

Figure 2. One user’s watching pattern for a baseball video.

USER-CENTRIC VIDEO FAST-FORWARDING 
The goal of the SmartPlayer is to provide a better user expe-
rience when watching videos in fast-forward mode. Based 
on the metaphor of the “scenic car driving”, SmartPlayer 
automatically adjusts playback speed according to the com-
plexity of the current scene and predefined events. In addi-
tion, SmartPlayer allows users to manually adjust or over-
ride the playback speed set by the system, thus allowing the 
system to learn individual user preferences for different 
events of interest as well as preferred playback speeds. 

When first playing a video, SmartPlayer starts out in an 
automatic playing mode. This is similar to the autopilot in 
an airplane. In automatic playing mode, the video playback 
speed is automatically increased or decreased according to 
the current scene. We design a skimming model (discussed 
later) to formulate these principals. Findings from the pre-
liminary user inquiry (described in the previous section) 
that are valuable for designing the SmartPlayer are summa-
rized below.   

• Users tend to maintain a constant playback speed within a 
video shot when they still want to know what is happen-
ing in the video.  

• Users prefer gradual rather than sudden or dramatic in-
creases of playback speed. 

• Users set the playback rate based on several minutes of 
recently viewed shots. 

Based on the observations, adjusting the playback speed 
frame by frame would not be desirable. Instead, SmartPlay-
er cuts the video into a number of segments and then adjusts 
the playback speed gradually across segment boundaries. 
Additionally, because users change the playback speed 
based on recently viewed content, the speed of the upcom-
ing content should take into account not only the motion 
complexity of the upcoming content but also the playback 
speed of the previous content. 

Instead of providing the control of playback speed with 
limited and discontinuous choices (i.e., playback speed can 
only be set to 1x, 2x, 4x, ...) like most existing video play-
ers, SmartPlayer allows a seemingly continuous playback 
speed control at a fine increment of 0.1x up to the maxi-
mum speed of 16x. There is no frame dropping during fast-

forwarding so as to preserve the experience of continuous 
video watching. 

By default, SmartPlayer automatically changes speed ac-
cording to scene complexity. If users dislike the current 
playback speed under the automatic playing mode, they can 
manually reset the playback speed. In manual mode, the 
player adjusts playback speed only according to user input.  
In the following sections, we will describe each of the fea-
tures in SmartPlayer as well as the underlying technologies. 

Skimming Model 
To allow for automated playback speed adjustment, three 
software engines (Figure 3) have been developed. These 
engines correspond to the motion layer, the semantic layer, 
and the personalization layer. The motion layer adapts the 
default playback rate according to detected motion between 
frames, in which higher motion maps to a lower speed, and 
vice versa. The semantic layer detects predefined semantic 
events in the video, and the personalization layer learns 
user preferences by analyzing the user’s previous video 
browsing behavior. The design and implementation of these 
three engines is described in the following sections. 

Motion Layer 
In order to support adaptive fast-forwarding, it is essential 
to gauge the similarity between scenes. We use two low-
level features for this: color and motion. Calculating color 
histogram differences between frames [14] allows us to 
detect shot boundaries in a video. 

To estimate the motion magnitude between two frames, we 
extract optical flows between frames using the Lucas-
Kanade method [16], which is a widely-used motion esti-
mation approach. The motion magnitude between two 
frames is computed using the following equation: 
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User Interface 

Figure 4. The user’s behavior and preferences (red line) are 
learned by the SmartPlayer and used to adjust the original 

speed (blue dotted line). 

Figure 5 shows the SmartPlayer user interface. In addition 
to the basic control buttons (play, pause, and stop), the 
playback speed is shown at the center of the control panel 
dashboard to match the “scenic car driving” design meta-
phor. When the playback speed changes, the needle swivels 
to the current speed. The numeric playback speed is also 
shown to the right. 

Visualizing the scene complexity and semantic events in a 
video helps users grasp the temporal locations of potential 
interesting events. We designed an improved seeker bar 
(Figure 5), shown near the bottom of the SmartPlayer con-
trol panel. This bar is similar to the scented widgets pro-
posed by Willett et al. [27], which use embedded visualiza-
tion to enhance the graphical user interface controls. Our 
visual scent on the video seeker bar is encoded by the 
amount of saturation on the red color. If a video segment 
has a relatively high amount of motion, its red color satura-
tion value on the seeker bar will be higher than those of 
other video segments. This indicates that the SmartPlayer 
will likely slow down when playing this motion-rich video 
segment. 

Semantic Layer 
The semantic layer extracts semantic event points in a video. 
To effectively extract these event points, predefined do-
main-specific inference rules are required, for instance 
those for sports [5][7][23] and weddings [3]. As the seman-
tic layer is domain-specific, it uses a plug-in framework in 
which different inference rules can be inserted to process 
different domain-specific videos.  

USER TESTING Since our system focuses on how to adjust the fast-forward 
speed, we used manually annotated semantic events in the 
testing video clips. Note that such manual annotations can 
be replaced by an automated event detector such as Ma-
gicSport [7] for baseball videos. 

To assess how well the SmartPlayer improves the user’s 
experience for browsing video, we recruited test subjects 
and asked them to perform the following two tasks, during 
which we collected their video watching data. The first task 
involved using the SmartPlayer to browse through several 
selected videos of the target types, from which user data 
was collected to analyze the functional usability of the 
adaptive fast-forwarding mechanism. The second task in-
volved browsing selected videos using the SmartPlayer and 
other video players, from which user data was collected to 
compare the effectiveness and user satisfactory of the 
SmartPlayer with that of the traditional player, such as Ap-
ple QuickTime Player [1] and Microsoft Windows Media 
Player [18], and the event-based player, which plays only 
system-detected, predefined events and skips other video 
segments. 

Personalization Layer 
The personalization layer is used to learn user preferences. 
In SmartPlayer, users can adjust the playback speed if they 
dislike the current playback speed set by the automatic 
playing mode. By learning from user input, SmartPlayer 
updates user preferences with respect to video playback 
speed. We calculate the new video playback speed by li-
nearly interpolating the original playback speed and the 
user’s input speed as , where (1 ) u

e eS S Sα α′ = + − e eS ′ , , 
and  are the updated, original, and user input playback 
speeds for the predefined event type ; the weight 

eS
u
eS

e α  is set 
to 0.95 based to user feedbacks. A video segment with no 
predefined event is treated as event type e , correspond-
ing to a “none” event. 

none

Apparatus and Participants 
We recruited 20 unpaid participants including 13 males and 
7 females. They were all computer-savvy users with expe-
rience watching videos on the computer. Our prototype 
player was run on a desktop PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo 
2.4GHz CPU with 2GB RAM running Microsoft Windows 
XP Professional SP3. 

To learn user preferences for various event types, the de-
fault playback speeds for all predefined events are initially 
set to the normal speed (1x). If a user dislikes one specific 
event type, he or she will accelerate the playback speed 
through this specific event. The SmartPlayer thus learns to 
adjust the playback speed when the same event type is en-
countered in the future. Figure 4 shows one of the learning 
results. The blue line shows the default playback speed as 
generated by taking into account each scene’s motion com-
plexity and the detected predefined events. The red line 
shows the learned speed. 

Task 1: Personalized Adaptive Fast-forwarding 

Procedure and Measures 
Participants were asked to watch videos using the 
SmartPlayer. Five types of videos were selected: surveil-
lance, baseball, news, drama, and wedding videos. Each 
type of video included one training video and five testing 
videos. The training video was used to familiarize partici-
pants with the SmartPlayer user interface. Five testing vid-
eos were used in the actual user testing. Each video clip was 
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Figure 5. The user interface and functions of the SmartPlayer. 

around 10 minutes long. Prior to the user testing, we used a 
short 5-minute briefing to explain the functions of the 
SmartPlayer. Then we asked participants to watch the vid-
eos as fast as they could while trying to understand the con-
tent. After participants watched the videos, we interviewed 
them (1) to assess how much actual content they compre-
hended and (2) to understand their fast-forwarding strate-
gies using the SmartPlayer’s functions. Additionally, the 
program also recorded the participants’ manual fast-
forwarding behaviors for later analysis.  

Figure 6. Average manual adjustment times of the tested five 
types of video. 

Events in baseball videos were defined and classified ac-
cording to well-known baseball rules, such as pitch, hit, 
homerun, etc. Events in surveillance videos were defined 
and classified based on the appearance of pedestrians, cars, 
and bicycles, etc. Similarly, events in wedding videos were 
defined and classified according to the formal wedding pro-
cedure. Events in news reports were categorized into politi-
cal, financial, life, and international event types. Since it 
was difficult to define events in drama videos, no event was 
defined. 

Results 
Figure 6 shows the average number of manual adjustments 
for the 20 participants who used the SmartPlayer to watch 
five videos in each of five video types (i.e., baseball, sur-
veillance, news, drama, and weddings). Our three main 
findings include the following. (1) In all five video types, 
the average number of manual adjustments exhibited a de-
creasing trend from the showing of the first video to the 
fifth. This suggests that as each participant watched more 
clips of the same type of video, the SmartPlayer learned 
more about his/her preference, thus resulting in a reduced 
number of manual adjustments. (2) The SmartPlayer’s 
learning mechanism was more effective for certain video 
types, such as surveillance, baseball, and wedding videos, 
than other types, such as news and drama videos. The re-
sults for surveillance, baseball, and wedding videos were 
expected because surveillance videos have explicit events, 
and wedding and baseball videos have explicitly defined 
rules. We found two participants who did not make any 
adjustment to the automated playback speed when watching 
baseball videos. These two participants remarked that the 
automated playback speed was appropriate and that the sys-

tem-extracted events matched their interests. (3) An unex-
pected result was that the SmartPlayer’s learning mechan-
ism also proved somewhat effective for drama videos. From 
the analysis of the manual fast-forwarding behaviors and 
the user interviews, participants adjusted playback speeds to 
be no higher than the speed at which they could follow the 
subtitles in the drama videos. A similar phenomenon was 
also observed for news videos. Although subtitles effective-
ly improved the learning mechanism of fast-forwarding, the 
bottleneck becomes the playback speed at which viewers 
can follow the subtitles (approximately 2x to 5x normal 
playback speed). We learned that effectively leveraging 
subtitles can also help users fast-forward videos. 

Discussion 
Participants had specific preferences for different categories 
of news. For example, some participants were not interested 
in political news, and hence consistently fast-forwarded 
such videos. However, when we asked these participants if 
they wanted to skip all political news completely, they ans-
wered no because they still wanted to know the political 
news for that day, which they indicated to be the reason for 
watching news.  

Due to the high fast-forwarding speed we muted the audio. 
Participants found that the lack of audio for certain video 
types, such as news and wedding videos, degraded the 
viewing experience because the vocal content was impor-
tant for comprehension. Therefore, subtitles might be help-

 



 

Figure 7. Average video watching time. Figure 8. Average video content understanding rate. 

ful. Although most participants did not like watching videos 
without any audio, they also did not want high-pitched au-
dio from high-speed fast-forwarding. Providing audio in 
fast-forwarding mode is a future challenge. 

Task 2: Comparisons of Different Video Players 

Procedure and Measures 
Participants were asked to watch videos using three video 
players, which are the SmartPlayer, the traditional player, 
and the event-based player. Three different video clips were 
prepared for each video type so that each participant would 
not watch the same video clip repetitively on the three dif-
ferent video players. Additionally, the playback order for 
the three video clips was set randomly on the three video 
players for the different participants, thus reducing the or-
dering effect on the video clips. Each video clip was ap-
proximately 10-minute in length when played at regular 
speed. For user behavior analysis, our system recorded the 
total watching times for each video clip on each of three 
video players by each participant. After watching the video 
clips, participants were asked to fill out questionnaires con-
taining five true/false questions to assess their comprehen-
sion of the video contents. After completing the questions, 
the participants also filled out qualitative questionnaires 
about their preferences with respect to the three video play-
ers and their experiences fast-forwarding different types of 
videos.  

Results 
Figure 7 shows the average video watching time for the 20 
participants who used the SmartPlayer, the traditional play-
er, and the event-based player to watch baseball, surveil-
lance, and news videos. On average, participants spent more 
watching time using the traditional player than that using 
the SmartPlayer and the event-based player. The event-
based player had the least amount of watching time because 
it skipped all of the non-event segments. Since some unde-
fined events were embedded in the skipped segments, par-
ticipants missed important information. We believe that 
there are two main reasons for the traditional player’s re-
quiring more time than the SmartPlayer. First, the 
SmartPlayer provides an event detection mechanism and 
marks detected events on the seeker bar as shown in Figure 
5, these marks can be seen as good hints to adjust the play-

back speed while playing videos. Second, the SmartPlayer 
adjusts playback speed according to scene complexity and 
detected events. Hence, when using the traditional player, 
users do not have any information about what will happen 
next, and therefore watch the video with relatively slow 
speeds. This is like driving on an unfamiliar road; we tend 
to slow down when we do not know enough about the sur-
rounding environment.  

Figure 8 shows the average video comprehension levels 
from the 20 participants who watched baseball, surveillance 
and news video clips on the SmartPlayer, the traditional 
player and the event-based player. Two main findings were 
described as follows. (1) On average, participants had better 
content comprehension using the traditional player than 
when using the SmartPlayer and the event-based player. 
The average comprehension level for the SmartPlayer was 
similar to that of the traditional player; this means that 
while using the SmartPlayer, users can still effectively un-
derstand the video contents. (2) No significant difference 
was observed for news videos. This is likely because users 
usually can understand a news story by its title. 

Figure 9 shows the average ratings (a higher score means 
better preference), calculated from the results of question-
naires filled out by 20 participants, for each of the three 
video players in watching baseball, surveillance, and news 
videos. For baseball and news videos, participants preferred 
the SmartPlayer over the other two video players. For sur-
veillance videos, participants preferred the event-based 
player over the other two players because surveillance vid-
eos are extremely boring and non-event segments are usual-
ly meaningless to viewers. Note that participants missed 
some important undefined events using the event-based 
player. In comparison, if the non-event segment provided 
meaning to the viewers, they preferred the SmartPlayer, 
because the SmartPlayer preserved in-between video seg-
ments to help them comprehend what was going on, and 
because the fast-forwarded video segments also contained 
interesting yet undefined events. For an example, during 
discussion with participants about the contents of a baseball 
video, many participants noticed many interesting yet unde-
fined events, such as coaches coming on the field to nego-
tiate with the referee, audience played waving, bats broking, 
etc.  
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Figure 9. Average rating of three types of video players. 

While asked about fast-forwarding the three types of video, 
all of them wanted to fast-forward surveillance videos, 18 
out of 20 wanted to fast-forward news videos, and 17 
wanted to fast-forward baseball videos. Thus a fast-
forwarding mechanism for such kinds of videos is appropri-
ate and desirable.  

Discussion 
Table 1 shows the results from our usability test that com-
pares the SmartPlayer with the traditional player and the 
event-based player. Our findings suggest that the 
SmartPlayer helps participants watch videos in fast-forward 
mode, reduces watching time from that of the traditional 
player, maintains a pleasurable viewing experience, and 
unlike the event-based player, does not cause participants to 
miss any interesting content. 

Player/ 
Features 

Smart 
Player 

Traditional 
Player 

Event-based 
Player 

Total Watch 
Time medium Long short 

Predefined Event 
Understanding O O O 

Undefined Event 
Understanding O O X 

Personalization O X X 

Table 1. The comparisons of three types of players. 

Compared to the traditional player, participants do not need 
to manually adjust the playback speed all the time, because 
the SmartPlayer can learn their preferences with respect to 
playback speed. Moreover, providing seemingly continuous 
playback speed control at fine increments (0.1x) may be 
more suitable for a large range of users. While using the 
traditional player, users are limited to playback speeds of 1x, 
2x, 4x, etc., and thus cannot fine-tune the playback speed 
according to their true preference. Hence, providing fine 
increments also follows the spirit of the universal design 
principle. 

In comparison to the traditional player and the event-based 
player, the SmartPlayer also provides personalization to 
help participants browse videos effectively at their preferred 
playback speed. Note that the SmartPlayer is not suitable 

for browsing all types of videos. From our findings in the 
user inquiry, we found that although certain video types 
such as sports and surveillance videos were suitable for 
automated fast-forwarding, but other video types such as 
movies and lectures were not. Video types such as news 
programs may or may not be suitable, depending on wheth-
er they have clear patterns or rely on audio information for 
understanding.  

To generalize our design concepts, our fast-forwarding me-
chanism is suitable for videos with the following characte-
ristics: 

• The audio parts of the videos are of secondary impor-
tance for understanding the videos. For example, lecture 
talks are not suitable for high-speed fast-forwarding be-
cause the user’s attention is mainly focused on under-
standing what the speaker is saying. 

• The motion in the videos can be easily interpreted and 
understood by viewers. For example, viewers can often 
guess that a baseball player has hit a homerun from the 
player's body movement and the subsequent celebratory 
scene.  

• The videos are long and/or boring. From our findings, the 
two main reasons for fast-forwarding a video are that (1) 
viewers do not have enough time to watch the entire vid-
eo and (2) viewers perceive the video as boring.  

• The events in the videos follow predefined and known 
rules. For example, each sport has its own game-play 
rules, which enable our system to automatically recognize 
and learn events that are of interest/disinterest to users.  

• The content of the videos follows standard procedures 
and patterns. For example, wedding videos often have 
formal procedures, and news videos often follow formal 
patterns with interlaced news gathering at the scene and 
the announcer’s report. 

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we propose a new interactive video browsing 
model, in which the design concept adopts the metaphor of 
“scenic car driving”. From observations in the user inquiry, 
our SmartPlayer automatically adapts its playback speed 
according to the scene complexity, any predefined events of 
interest, and the user’s preferences with respect to playback 
speed. Additionally, the SmartPlayer also learns the user’s 
preferred event types and the preferred playback speeds for 
these event types from the user’s manual adjustments. Our 
user study shows that as a user watches videos over time, 
the SmartPlayer effectively learns his or her preferences to 
make more accurate playback speed adjustment. Moreover, 
not skipping any video segments (i.e., rapidly fast-
forwarding through the less-interesting segments that pre-
cede the more interesting segments) maintains a sense of 
context and enhances the user experience in browsing and 
comprehension.  

Future work will improve upon the limitations of the 
SmartPlayer found in our user studies. The predefined event 

 



 

points on the seeker bar as shown in Figure 5 provide se-
mantic meaning to the users. For example, if users are fa-
miliar with the rules of the baseball game, they can guess 
how the game will progress according to the distribution of 
the events. If two adjacent events are separated by a long 
period of time, users may guess that our system has missed 
events of interest between these two events. To help users 
make accurate guesses, advanced visualization techniques 
can be provided on the event slider bar such as coloring 
various types of events with unique colors. 

The current SmartPlayer mutes the audio during fast-
forwarding. If the videos are event- and motion-centric, 
users can still understand the content. However, lack of 
background audio degrades the user watching experience. 
We hope to provide quality audio during fast-forwarding to 
accompany the video. 

Our learning function weights the previous playback speed 
and the user’s input speed to provide an updated video 
playback speed. If a user seeks to change the video play-
back speed to his or her preferred value, he or she must 
input the new value several times. Therefore, in the future 
we might alter the learning function to consider not only the 
frequency but also the duration of user’s input. In addition, 
we found that users sometimes accidently accelerate events. 
However, the length of some event types is so short that 
users cannot train the SmartPlayer to reduce the speed again 
after they have made this mistake. To handle this problem, 
we might provide a semantic acceleration mechanism such 
that if the event’s length is too short, the SmartPlayer would 
adjust its speed only slightly according to users’ input speed. 

Though our interactive video browsing model is designed 
for browsing video with predefined rules, such as sports or 
surveillance videos, there may be the potential to extend our 
design concepts to different types of videos and apply it to 
different use scenarios, which we can explore more in the 
future.  
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